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Making a difference Everyday
Everyway. . .
Did you know that an ENTIRE community can be built with funding from ONE Agency?

“How can this be possible?”

Let us SHOW you what WE CAN DO!
Street improvements are financed through our Community Facility Programs.
The elevated water tower is financed through our Community Programs.
Funding for the Courthouse was obtained through our Community Facility Program.
Every community needs a great place to eat. This Chinese restaurant was financed through our B&I program. This is a guaranteed loan with a local bank.

**Maximum loan amount: $25 million**
Funding for this public library was financed through our Community Facility program
These businesses were financed with our B & I program.
This ambulance can be financed with our Community Facility or B&I Programs, depending on the organizational structure of the applicant.
The Fire truck was financed through our Community Facility Program
This hospital was financed through our Community Facility Program.
This Coop received a $250,000 grant through the Value-Added Program.
These wind turbines produce Renewable Energy and are financed through our Renewable Energy/Energy Efficiency Improvement Grants & Electric Program.
Keeping cars clean is easy with this modern car wash financed with our B&I program.
The Rural Utilities Service made this satellite possible. Other possible funding can be used for Distance Learning, Telecommunications, Telemedicine, and Broadband services for rural communities.
This public safety building houses the EMS, Fire Dept. and the Police Dept. This was made possible through our Community Facility Program.
This hotel was a welcomed addition to its community. B&I interest rates are set by the local lender.
These beautiful homes were financed through our Single Family Housing Programs.
This public school was financed through our Community Facility Program.
Our Multi-Family Housing Program financed these apartments.
Funding for this airplane or airport can be obtained through our B&I Program or Community Facility Program.
So there you have it, Anytown USA, in Rural America